Quest 2008

The Nissan Quest has eye-catching style and is reasonably enjoyable to drive as minivans go,
but various drawbacks hold it back from top-tier status. Normally, automakers focus on safety,
seat capacity and helpful convenience features when designing a new minivan. Yet when
Nissan redesigned its Quest minivan four years ago, it decided to take a different path. In
addition to the usual minivan attributes, the automaker gave the Quest bold exterior styling, a
powerful V6, responsive handling and a radical interior makeover. The hope was that these
changes would finally make the Quest an all-star name in the minivan market. Like many
revolutions, however, hope was crushed by grim reality. Nobody liked the dash's
center-mounted gauges, the exterior styling was deemed "love it or hate it" and overall driving
dynamics were still overshadowed by the Honda Odyssey's. Sales were slow. Last year, Nissan
regrouped, ordering up a more conservative dash design and new features. On the whole, the
Quest was much better for it. The Nissan Quest is much the same. As before, pleasing driving
characteristics and a stylish overall design are its main strengths. But in our opinion, this still
isn't enough to make the Quest a top choice. In terms of the more important minivan aspects
like versatility, feature availability and value, the Quest falls short. The Nissan Quest minivan is
available in four trims: 3. The base model comes with inch steel wheels, cruise control, full
power accessories and an eight-speaker audio system with steering-wheel-mounted controls
and an auxiliary audio jack. The 3. Step up to the 3. The top-of-the-line 3. Most of SE's features
can be had on the SL as options. Whichever version of the Quest you choose, you'll need to
check off the Seat Package, which includes second-row captain's chairs and a flat-folding
third-row bench seat, as this minivan technically comes standard with no rear seats. Other
major options, depending on the trim level, include a fixed front-row center console and a
navigation system. A rear entertainment system is also available; the base, S and SL Quests
have a single LCD screen while the SE's comes with separate monitors for the second and third
rows. Motivating the front-wheel-drive Quest is a 3. A five-speed automatic transmission is
standard on all trims. Standard on all Nissan Quest minivans are full-length side curtain airbags,
front seat side airbags, front-seat active head restraints, traction control and antilock disc
brakes with brake assist. Stability control comes standard on the SE trim but is otherwise
unavailable. In government crash testing, the Nissan Quest earned a perfect five stars across
the board. The minivan received a rating of "Good" the highest in both frontal offset and
side-impact crash testing conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. The Nissan
Quest is an enthusiast-oriented option in the minivan category. Ample engine power from
Nissan's ubiquitous 3. No one will mistake it for a sport sedan, yet the Quest cleaves corners
willingly and has a pleasingly firm brake pedal feel. Steering and handling are very good,
though the price paid for the latter is a stiffer ride quality than that of most other vans. Behind
the wheel, the tall Quest shrinks, feeling much more nimble than its dimensions would suggest.
With seating for seven, the Quest offers an interior that most passengers will find pleasantly
spacious. The SE model comes with SkyView windows -- roof-mounted glass panels
overlooking the second and third rows that lend an airy feel to the vehicle's interior. The
third-row seat folds flat into the floor, but it lacks the flexible, split-folding design available in
competing vehicles. The van's utility takes another hit due to relatively limited luggage capacity
behind the third row. Total cargo capacity is a competitive cubic feet. Available styles include 3.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Nissan Quest. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan Quest lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Third-row seat
isn't split, relative lack of cargo capacity behind the third row, stability control only available on
the top trim level, can get uncomfortably expensive when options are added. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Only
minor feature availability changes are in store for the Nissan Quest. Read more. Write a review
See all 34 reviews. Its and I guess I'm the odd ball out. I have have 40, logged miles and no
problems with one exception Last month July the variable windshield control stopped
functioning properly. That's it, pure and simple. I'll take this one issue in 8 years any day. Very

happy with both vehicles. A great mini-van with style. We also were looking for more exterior
style. We bought this van and promptly took a very long vacation. The performance of this van
was far superior to our previous vans. We are sold on this van. Great car. Very happy with
quest. Wasn't thrilled with a minivan but this is acceptable. Coming from an Audi so quality and
road noise are not as nice but the amount of room is great. Kids love the van. My Quest is
Awesome. It gets great gas mileage that ranges between MPG on the highway. Tons of space.
Phenomenal acceleration. Have not had any problems with it at all. Absolutely the best Mini-Van
option on the Market. I got a great deal, that Ford, Toyota, nor Honda could match. The fold
down rear seating options come in handy for moving days or hauling delicate items. Would buy
again it opportunity arises. Great amount of features for base model. This van gots it all. Read
less. See all 34 reviews of the Used Nissan Quest. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 13 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the Quest. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. North Park Mazda is very proud to offer
this good-looking Nissan Quest 3. Better Value! Description: Used Nissan Quest 3. Garantia en
la mayoria de nuestros Vehiculos!! Warranty on most of our Vehicles!! No good credit??
Specifically this Honda MarysvilleOf all the used cars for sale in Ohio this 3. With only , miles
this is your best buy in Columbus, OH. Honda Marysville has the used cars Columbus, Ohio
shoppers trust for safety, reliability and service. This week you'll select from one of the 19 s like
this Nordic White Pearl 3. CALL ! Online listings are with approved credit. This pricing cannot
be combined with any other offer. We are not responsible for any typographical errors. Recent
Arrival! Call now to set your VIP appointment at Smoke Metallic Nissan Quest 3. Please call an
Internet Sales Specialist today for additional details. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front
Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. Check Availability. No accidents. Title issue. Frame
damage. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Its
and I guess I'm the odd ball out. I have have 40, logged miles and no problems with one
exception Last month July the variable windshield control stopped functioning properly. That's
it, pure and simple. I'll take this one issue in 8 years any day. Very happy with both vehicles.
Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

